Fencing Club Grounds Serves
As Multiple Safeguard

By SEWARD DAVIS

CHECKING over details of club maintenance neglected during the depression sharply reveals that golf club fencing, in many instances, is in bad shape and overdue for rehabilitation now that financial conditions have improved.

Although the appearance factor of club grounds' fencing has substantial value to a club that takes pride in its standing, it is probably the legal liability angle that proves strongest in moving golf club boards to favorable consideration of fencing when the annual budgets come up for approval this fall and winter. Courts have been tough on private and fee courses that have not been marked by fencing as being establishments not open to the general public, or that have not indicated by fencing that hazard is incurred should the fence be scaled. The latter infrequently is the case but has figured in law suits against golf clubs.

Especially when golf club property adjoins a heavily travelled highway does the fencing matter become important. Stray shots that go out of bounds into the road may cause automobile accidents that will bring suits far beyond the extent of the club's insurance coverage, in case the club has gone to the expense of protection against damage beyond its ground. One of the leading Midwestern clubs has a tee alongside of which—and to the right—a heavy-traffic highway runs. Ostensibly as protection for the club and the passing motorists, the club has a 12 ft. high stretch of chicken netting. The netting has stood for several years and now is full of huge holes allowing many slices to bound along the highway. Erection of a sturdy, weather-resistant wire fence of sufficient height at that point to stop the high slices of the flailing members would be a logical item in the budget.

Development of flowering landscaping at golf clubs is another factor that has made adequate fencing a requirement. During the blooming season clubs have their valuable shrubs sadly hacked and jerked by marauders who make off with arm-loads of blossoms. The old story of hose thefts at golf clubs continues to be an expensive one, although the loss has been reduced by the growing practice of buying hose identified as exclusively golf club property, and by locked hose storage wells.

Automobile parking spaces where prowlers may enter and sneak away with whatever is left in the cars of members and guests, and caddie yards, which generally are rather untidy and unconfined, also call for attention when the item of fencing is being considered in the budget.

Grass Paint Fungicide Is Green
Section Meeting Sensation

DR. JOHN MONTEITH, JR., technical chief of the USGA Green Section, amazed the hundreds of greenkeepers and chairmen who attended the outdoor meeting held during his recent tour by demonstrating the quickest known method of restoring grass to rich, healthy color.

Coloring is by means of material sprayed on the grass. Patent is being applied for by the Green Section with the idea of making the material available at low price and without license fees. The material also has fungicide properties. It is of special value where greenkeepers want to have good colored greens without forcing and weakening treatment that sometimes is demanded when a club has a tournament a few days away. The coloring, which dries quickly, lasts for three
to six days unless washed off by rains or sprinkling, and when dry does not come off on golf balls. The fungicide effect of the coloring material is temporary and will not take the place of the commonly used mercury treatments for dollar-spot.

Monteith also set forth hope of the Green Section that research in chemical control of weeds would soon reach the point where the Section would feel safe in recommending chemical treatment under certain conditions. He reported that bents were sometimes adversely affected by the chemical controls with which experiments had been conducted, but that bluegrass had shown a fairly high resistance to bad effects. He gave brief summaries of the experiments with arsenic acid, sodium arsenite and iron sulphite, and emphasized light applications for safety's sake.

A vivid demonstration of what golf courses have suffered as the result of too drastic reduction of maintenance budgets was in evidence at the Mill Road Midwest experimental station, which after six years of highly valuable operation in golf turf research, was practically shut down this year as a research station, due to lack of funds. It was evident at the station how quickly weeds, disease and other factors that ruin golf turf condition, take hold when maintenance vigilance is relaxed. The contrast between the necessarily neglected station plots and the finely conditioned course adjacent to the experimental grounds provided an impressive object lesson of the value of a long term policy in course maintenance.

'Soil-Concrete' Mixture Solves Step Problem at Orchard Lake CC

The first known flight of “soil-concrete” steps in the United States leads to the locker-rooms of the Orchard Lake CC. (Detroit District).

During the past few years, the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads has developed definite formulas whereby natural soils combined in correct proportions and provided with a moisture bond (calcium chloride is used for this purpose) will form a tightly-bound stable mass. This science of combining soils is known as “soil stabilization” and is now a recognized method of building low-cost, all-weather roads.

In previous years, the Orchard Lake club has found it difficult to maintain the locker-room steps in any satisfactory condition using ordinary loose gravel or cinders. So this year it was decided to experiment with a plant-mixed stabilized mixture, which is being produced by a local concern for road surfacing.

A truck load of the stabilized mixture, composed of slag, clay and calcium chloride, was delivered to the club, spread and shaped into steps by club employees. The wood-risers served as forms for the mixture, and some degree of compaction was obtained by hand tamping. Subsequent usage has packed the stabilized steps almost as dense as concrete.

The steps were built about the 1st of July and an average of 1200 persons a week have walked up and down them since that time. They have proven more satisfactory for this purpose than would concrete steps because the stabilized material is slightly resilient and "gives" a little under spiked golfing shoes.

Officials of the Orchard Lake CC are greatly pleased with the stabilized steps and are considering the use of the same material on the club driveways, tennis courts, inclined walks on the course and on the parking lot.

Further details of the new and inexpensive method may be secured from Robert Fosburg, 33rd floor, Book Tower, Detroit, Mich., an associate of the chemists who worked out the method.

A pro reminder: Make a deal with your caddie committee for old clubs that you take as trade-ins. Caddies go strong for reconditioned clubs.